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Fire Awareness Training Content includes 
Triangle of fire and application at work 

- Company policies on -- Alarm sounding whilst bathing a resident - Ceiling void detectors activated - Re - 

entering the building to aid with evacuation 

 -Role of staff and role of the fire warden  

 Actions on discovering a fire & on hearing the fire alarm 

  Emergency Fire Door opening procedures when searching zones 

 Fire Zone safe search techniques starting each end of the zone 

 Reporting back to the fire warden 

  Methodical room search techniques for signs of fire 

  Safe use and practical demonstration of CO2 - Water extinguishers (no discharge of content) practical 

demonstration of safe use of a fire blanket, 

 Description and demonstration of the makeup of a fire door  

in depth explanation of  the progressive evacuation procedures and how it works 

discussion about PEEPS and the traffic light system  

 Discussion about the use of  

 PI box, discuss sledges. Q&A  

Emergency Evacuation Sledge training includes 
Read the risk assessment, complete, and leave on site  

 Read through the method statement –  

Visual inspections of the stitching, handles, zips, and general condition.  

Discuss evacuation procedures and who can use the equipment. 

Practical demonstration using other methods to bring a person downstairs (Seated and walking) 

 Demonstration of how to secure a resident in the sledge safely (work in pairs) 

Safety measures to take including removing sharp objects, shoes etc. and loosen safety belts 

Explain vertical and horizontal movement (always protect the head) 

 Roles and responsibilities of the team leaders when  

directing use of the sledge (stand back and take charge) 

Practical demonstrations when using the sledge on the stairs and landings (handing over control) 

Q&A  

 


